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TIGERS DEFEAT FLORIDA BOXERS 4-3
SIEGEL CLINCHES MEET BY DEFEATING
AEBO GLUB ACQUIRES J. BELLAMY TAYLOB TO EXPERIMENTALLY
BILINSKI IN LAST BOUT OF EVENING OX-5 M0T0BJ0B PLANE ILLUSTRATE LECTURE ON "AUDIBLE LIGHT"
MEGGINSON-DAVIS SCRAP
G. E. EXPERT VISITS HERE
W. R. FORD GIVES MOTOR
STUDENTS
ADDBESSED
MID-WINTER PROM TO Will Show How Light May Be
Williams, of Florida, Scores
C. W. Goode, Manager of AirOnly K. O., Defeating
Transformed Into
Instrumental in ObBane
BY SECBETABY PALMER port,
BECOME
BOWEBY
BALL
Sound
taining Gift for Club
r**

The Tiger mittmen came through
in wonderful form to defeat the
leatherpushers from Florida in taking four out of seven matches
Tuesday night. It was Greenville's
first view of intercollegiate boxing,
and seemed to strike much favor
with the fans. Four wins went to
Clemson, while Florida took only
three. Only one knockout occurred
Williams, Gator Welter, knocked
Bane out in the second round.
Lide wrote his name in the boxing annals by defeating Perez. He
had his man on the canvas twice,
but -was unable to deliver the blow
to the button for a knockout. The
fight of Seigel and Bilinski was the
feature of the show. Reuben with
his peculiaT style drew a great hand
from the spectators.
Reuben won
•by virtue of the flooring he gave his
man in the third who was in baa
shape at the bell. Moore fought
a conference champion a bard fight
■but lost on the decision. Megginson and Davis, Gator lightheavy
fought a toe to toe fight that furnished plenty of thrills. Meggy lost
but put up a good fight. Bane delivered a great show of intestinal
fortitude .but was outclassed, taking
tne long count in the second. Little
Gun Cannon won on a decision from
Todd. This was a man to man battle that furnished plenty of speed
and action.
Todd's left worried
Cannon not a little.
Lide, Clemson, won from Perez.
Florida. (Bantamweight by decision.
Both weighed in at 118.
Minardi, Florida, 124, won from
Moore, Clemson, 128,
(Featherweight) by decision.
Sloan, Clemson, 138, won from
Swann, Florida, 135, (Lightweight)
by decision.
Williams, Florida, knocked out
Bane of Clemson in the secona,
(Welterweight).
Cannon, Clemson, 160, won from
Todd, Florida, 162, by decision.
(Middleweight).
Davis, Florida, 172, won from
Megginson, Clemson, 170, by decision (Lightheavy).
Seigel Clemson, 187, won from
Bilinski, Fla. 196, (Heavyweight)
by decision.
The decisions were rendered by
Joe Hines, former Carolina athlete.

HEALTH SITUATION IS
FAVORABJLETHIS YEAR
In a recent interview, Dr. Lee
W. Mllford, college physician, asserted that the health of the Clemson Student body is far above thai
of previous years.
"Not only are
conditions above normal here at
Clemson", continued Dr. Milforct,
"but also over the entire country."
Last year, just aftei ,<sams, a
wave of influenza swept through
the barracks as well as over the
whole state. Following this came
the epidemic of meningitis which
caused the entire Tigertown to be
placed under a strict quarantine.

The Clemson College Aero Cluu
International
Understanding,
has acquired a Curtis OX-5 motor
Through College Training,
for the Eaglerock plane that tney
Urged by Lecturer
are reconditioning.
The gift waa
obtained through the courtesy oi
Mr. W. R. Ford, of Greenville,
Archie Maclnnes Palmer, Asso- South Carolina.
ciate Secretary of the Association oi
The gift was made possible tnru
American Colleges, delivered a very the efforts of C. Weston Goode,
interesting and thought-inspiring ad- the son of Rev. J. K. Goode of the
local Baptist Church. He has redress on international affairs to tile
cently been appointed vice-presidenc
faculty and cadet corps during tiie
and General Manager of the Caro
regular chapel hour, February 2.
Una Air Transport Co., of GreenImmediately after the devotionai,
ville, South Carolina.
Mr. Goode
led by the Rev. S. J. L. Croucu,
is very interested in the club and
Mr. Palmer took the rostrum and
has helped the members on several
delighted his audience with a higu- occasions.
ly interesting talk upon a subject
The local club has been working
which has hitherto been untoucheu
hard on their plane this year, bui
upon.
the work has been held up tempo"College Instruction and Student
rarily because of the exhaustion oi
Interest in International Affairs"
the club funds. Now that the cluD
was the theme of Mr. Palmer's ad'has a motor, it will he possible to
dress.
He outlined the numerous
finish the plane and have it flyin
forces and tendencies which were in six of seven weeks.
at work moulding international unIt Is the plan of the club to
derstanding and world peace. Esmake every man in the corps "airpecially, he impressed upon his lisminded", and to do this the club
teners the part of vital importance
is trying to acquire all of the mawhich the colleges of today are
terial it can which relates to any
playing In an effort to find the sophase of aeronautics. In order to
lution for this gigantic problem.
do this all students and alumni are
The colleges, through the various
requested to try in every way possicourses in international law and
ble to obtain gifts to the club. Any
through the international scholar-Id motors, parts of planeis, or anyships which they generously award,
thing that relates to flying in any
are at present amiably succeeding
way whatsoever would be gladly
in the challenge which has been preaccepted by the club and converted
sented to them. The students m
into objects for display.
At the
American Colelges today are awaspresent the club has an Eaglerock
ened to the urgent necessity of a
biplane, a Clemson designed and
broader sympathy with, and a better
constructed monoplane, a French
knowledge and understanding of the
Le Rhone motor, a Clemson built
people of other nations.
glider, and several wing panels
Mr. Palmer closed his address by which illustrate the various types of
leaving with the students of today construction that is used in modern
a challenge for the solution of the planes.
problem, of international peace and
One of the chief purposes of the
accord.
(Continued on page six)

Local Nimrods Have
Exciting 'Possum Hunt
The "Jew IShop" has reported a
large increase in its sale of Life
Buoy soap since "Ground Hog" Day,
venturous cadets attempted a 'Pos~um Hunt, resulting in the- capture
of a "Pole Cat". This hunt was
inspired by the previous success oi
a certain Rat in bringing down a
big 'Possum bare handed in the
daytime; the plans were carried
to completion when this Rat procured a so-called 'Possum dog.
Arrayed in borrowed hunting togs,
the little band set out after supper on its death defying mission.
Soon after they reached Cemetery
Hill, the dog began to center his
interest about on tree, and one ot
the boys climbed up to get the
'Posisum, as 'he thought, but the
well known "essence of ckunk" met
his nose. Irritated by his sad mis-

take, the brave hunstman captured
the offender by the tail and hurled
him to the ground in the midst oi
the spectators. This animal escaped,
but it was not long before the dog
was on the trail of another night
prowler. This time "Skunky" ran
into a hole in the ground. After
attempts to smoke him out proved
futile, some one bravely reached
down the hole and, pulled him out,
slaying him against a stump.
The victim was brought back to
barracks and presented to some
sophomores who claimed that it
would help them scholastically to
present any native animal to one
of their professors. As yet, no one
has been able to understand why
the professor did not appreciate the
contribution—surely a skunk is native enough.—R. B. E.

Some of the wonders of modern
Fred Hamilton, U. of Florid'i science, especially those relating to
Radio Artist to Fur
light and sound, will be displayed
to a local audience by John Belnish Melody
lamy Taylor, consulting engineer oi
the General Electric Co., of ScneThe coming dance, on February nectady, N. Y., in his address on
26, sponsored by the Senior Dancing "Audible Light" which he will deClub will vary from the usual into liver in the evening of February 12,
the novel, when for the first time in at 8:30 in Room 300 of Engineering
history a "Bowery Ball" will be Building, Clemson College, S. C.
allowed.
This attractive and picThe novel experiments which Mr.
turesque ball lwill create a greater Taylor will conduct at this meeting
degree of interest than has any will be explained by him as results
dance in the social history of tne of perfectly natural scientific laws.
school.
Mr. Taylor deals mainly with one
The music will be under the per- type of the phenomena—that wheresonal direction of Fred Hamilton, by light is translated into sound.
who leads his Florida Collegians in
His dominant hobby has long been
tunes both beautiful and novel. His acoustics and music, and he has
broadcasts can be heard daily from done important work in the field of
Gainesville, Florida during the din- talking moving pictures as well as
ner hour.
He has gained wide- in the co-ordination of telephone
spread popularity in Southern Col- systems with power transmission
legiate circles with his melodies lines. He is thoroughly at home in
which are always inductive to syn- producing seemingly astounding efcopation.
fects with a photoelectric or "eye"
The decorative scheme has not yet tube. This is the kind of demonbeen completed, but it is thought the stration that Mr. Taylor will conhuge field house will be reconsitruo.- duct during his approaching address,
ed along the lines of a huge bowery causing the photo tube to "see' light
alehouse. The work on this novel from various sources. The light inarrangement will begin this ween.. stantly sets up with the tube feeble
Decency is the only requirement electrical currents which, amplipertaining to the dress. The more fied by vacuum tubes, are converted
novel and "'bowery" the costume, into sound waves and are heard
the greaiter will be the merriment, thru a loud speaker to which the apclergymen and sailors, ward- bosses paratus is electrically connected.
and tailors will all join in the
He will conduct demonstration®
galaxy of "bowery representatives." in which speech, song, and instrumental music are carried on a
beam of light.
As an incidental
revelation of some things scientifis
men have accomplished in electrophysical researches, the lecture will*
be full of enlightening surprises.
Mr. Taylor exemplifies in his adVery Favorable Score is Chalk- dress the work which is being done
in one field of science by the faed Up
mous research laboratory of the
General Electric Company. By his
With the Fourth Corps Area K.
use of vacuum tubes, Mr. TaylorO. T. C. Telegraphic Match well
gives a working demonstration ot
under way, The Clemson Rifle Team
some of the most significant of the.
has completed firing from the prone
new tools that have come in with
position, the first stage of the conthe dawn of the electrical era. The
test. The second stage, the sitting
address will give a clear indication
position, is being fired this week.
of the certain possibilities which
The total score on the prone posireside within the newest types of
tion firing is eight points higher
(Continued on page six)
than the Tiger's score for the same
position last year, and the information thus far received on the second
stage of the match indicates that
the Tigers will equal or better thenrecord of last year.
Two weeks
will be required to ifire the last two
stages, but the official results will Two Forfeits and Two Wina
not be known until approximately
Give Bengals Edge in Meet
two weeks after the completion of
the match.
In eleven fast bouts, six of which
The team finished with secona were exhibition variety, the Tigerat the top when the last gun is mittmen crashed through to their
fired next week. The statistics so second victory of the season at
far bear out the fact that the hopes the expense of Presbyterian Colof the team are not entirely in lege before a large crowd which
vain.
roared its approval in the minutes
Last year Clemson team turned in between each bout. Results: Clema total score of 959 for the first son 6, P. C. 4.
Captain Heffners
stage, but the team this year bet(Continued on page six)
(Continued on page five)

RIFLE TEAM CONTINUES
FIBINGJREA MATCH

PUGS ARE VICTORIOUS
OVER PRESBYTERIANS
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the diameters of molecules. This specimen of perverted humanity has in his possession a spark coil of some sort with
which he deliberately destroys radio reception If any one
knows the identity of this imbecile, he should inform the members of the corps in order that they may wreak vengence upon
him Pooling or ostracism is too good for a person of this sort
—he should be either drawn and quartered or crucified.

"HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
Founded, by the Class of 19 07 and 'published weekly, during the
college session, by the Corps of Cadets o£ Clemson College.

The death of the late Senator Quinn of Mississippi removes from the senate one of the most staunch and picEntered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Colturesque characters that has ever graced the halls of the Senlege, South Carolina.
ate. For years he was the head of the committee on military
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
affairs, and always supported a liberal national defense plan.
His passing is mourned both by his friends and enemies1 as the
end of a noble representation of the American people.
On the heels of the news of Senator Quinn's death comes
EDITORIAL STAFF
the announcement of the appointment of Congressman J. J. McW. G. ASHMORE
Editor-in-Chief
Swain, from South Carolina, as head of the military comE. J. ADAMS
Associate Editor
mittee. Congressman McSwain has represented, capably, the inV. R. COGGINS
Managing Editor
terests of his state for many years, and no doubt he will conJ. L. O. FOSTER
Managing Editor
tinue to sponsor the national defense program lauded by the
W. L. LEVEREITTE
Athletic Editor
late Mr. Quinn.
E. L. MORRIS
Exchange Editor
C. P. WALKER
Y. .M. C. A. Editor
His appointment in this capacity should be interpreted as
T. M. WATSON
Joke Editor
a considerable aid to the continuation of the R. O. T. C. and
other reserve units. Sons of South Carolina should lose no
Staff Reporters
time in making known their wants to this able representative.
Staff reporters and associates will be announced later.
BUSINESS STAFF
P. M. PARROTT

Business Manager

CIRCULATION STAFF
W. H. PADGETT
F. L. PRICKETT

Circulation Manager
Associate Circulation Manager

OBSERVATION
COMMENT
AND

EDITORIAL
DEBUT
This is the initial attempt of the new staff to publish an
issue of the Clemson College weekly, the Tiger.
We, the staff, are composed of a small group of engineering chemistry and agricultural students who are in the "game"
because we like it; there is no material gain of any sort connected with the Clemson publication.
It is our intent to make the Tiger more interesting, more
readable, and extremely informal. At times, we shall probably violate principles of good news writing and make-up in
order to accentuate or emphasize some point which we think
needs emphasizing.
We shall be very glad to receive and consider any suggestions for the betterment of the paper which any member
of the student body or faculty might feel like offering.
We make no vain-glorious promises—we will do our best.
THE SCHOOL UNIFORM
The Clemson uniform is a work of art in itself; its trim
lines make it much more attractive than the uniforms of many
other schools and colleges. And it is composed of about as
good material as money can buy. So why not wear it when
away from school?
Many military schools require their cadets to wear tlu.
distinctive school uniform when away on leave. Clemson does
not require this and many of the students look upon the uniform as merely a medium which greatly enhances their
chances of "thumbing" a ride.
Be proud of your uniform; make it symbolize decency
and gentlemanly conduct; and above all things, if you feel like
sinking into the gutter,do not drag it down with you. People
judge an entire school by the conduct of one man, especially
if that man is in the uniform of the school.
An article ran in a Columbia newspaper some time ago
lauding the Citadel boys for their gentlemanly conduct and
manners. They would not have been recognized by the casual observer as Citadel men except for their uniform.
West Point is noted for its "polished graduates". Clemson can easily become noted for the same thing as well as
for men with excellent technical training; every student here
either has already had plenty of "home training" or he can
easily acquire it in college.
Make the outside world look upon each Clemson uniform
as being wrapped around the exemplification of ideal American manhood. You can either make your school or break it—
it is for the students to decide.
COLLEGE NUISANCES

It can never be said that a rumor is that cherished and propagated
at Clemson. The last dance brought
on a nice lot of talk that really
reached enormous, and just as erroneous proportions. The cadets
should 'be careful just what rumors
they give imipetous to, so as to
safeguard the few social privileges
that are granted the corps. If we
are careful, we do not have to be
quiet, tout if we are not, then it is
better not to talk at all. Just remember the old saying: "If you
can't be good, be careful".

concerning the baskeball team a
fair amount of publicity. After an,
in some schools athletics are roi
the students and not the reverse,
so the sports editor of the News no
doubt got a nice kick out of repeating a quotation that succeedec
in painting these two students in
a slightly bad light. After all they
had both given the school much
over their pro-rato share of effort
to hold up its athletic head ana
should have 'been allowed a littre
social diversion.

We understand that .some ODjections were made to the cadets
wearing old clothes to the oncoming
"Bowery Ball". Some of us mignt
object also, in that it might hasten
the wearing out of our best suit.
Allah should ibe praised that the
"section'' produces not so many
gentlemen. Even if the clothes were
available, the air cannot he easily
counterfeited.

The election of the new staff ha:brought new work and responsibilities on both editors of this column.
We want to make every effort to
continue it however if the studem.
demand desires. If not, it will be
to our advantage to discontinue
editing it.
If you read it, and
clean therefrom any pleasure or
information, please let us know in
some way and every effort will 'be
made to publish it each week.

It is so nice to read of the series
of dances that almost every institution of any consequence holds at
the imid-semester period. It would
be a social godsend to Clemson to
instigate a similar program. After
all there is little danger of anyone accusing this college of placing
too much emphasis on the social
side of life.
It became evident last week that
the idea of teaching manners from
a text book was after all an idea
that had been in effect as Clemson
for several years. Needless to say,
credit in this course it not required
to graduate from any class. It
wouldn't be a "bad plan however, to
give a lecture on the subject in
the show every few days. It seems
the most potential material of Clemson wlio is susceptible congregates
there regularly.
We recommend for ofolivion, in
the best of Ballyhoo style the mechanical genius and his brain child
who somewhere in barracks manage
to ruin every radio reception at his
desire. In Russia they have such
nice prescriptions for owners ot
"infernal" machines.

There is some person or persons in barracks who has a
sense of humor and a mentality which could not be measured The Greenville News was very
in Angstrom units—and Angstrom units are used to measure nice in giving a little unpleasantness

The amount of attention that the
Manchurian situation has received
in the Southern college papers is
quite noticeable. It is interesting to
note that all types of student straw
votes have outlawed war and favored disamament.
Such a situation has developed at a very opportune time at it amply illustrates
the helplessness of an immense unarmed country against a small well
armed one.
The Gamecock quotes a certain
co-ed as stating that she does not
approve of dutch dates because
"Boys think that they're the whole
show." Sez you!
The Student Honor Committee of
the University of Alabama will resign because of unsatisfactory treatment of the honor code declares the
Crimson-White.
It seems to us
that the fairest way to ascertain
the student's knowledge of the subject is by daily recitation and not
by his ability to pass an exam—
by fair means or foul.
In an address to the student body
of the University of Southern California the president states that the
word "swell' is used to describe
4972 different situations. We are
wondering if he ever thought of
the number of situations described
by the feminine gender as being
"cute."
The Old Gold and Black at Wotford was edited last week by members of the Sophomore Class. We
drop a gentle hint by stating that
the Tiger Staff is looking for men
Sn search of extra curricula activities.

LITERARY SOCIETIES
ELECT NEW OFFICERS
Calhoun and Palmetto Choose
Third Term Officials

On Tuesday, February 2, the
Calhoun Literary Society held Its
regular weekly meeting. After tnt;
night's program had been carried
out, the election of the third term
officers was held.
The following men were chosen to
officiate for the next term:
J. H. Sailors, president; W. G.
Neely, vice-president; W. P. Kay,
first critic; J. C. Lynn, second
critic; J. R. Adair, censor; H. Q.
Boggs, recording secretary; and G.
RIFLE TEAM CONTINUES
V. Whetstone, corresponding secreFIRING AREA MATCH tary.
On Thursday, February 4, the
(Continued from page 1)
Palmetto literary society also held
tered this record by eight points its weekly meeting, and the followwith a total score of 967.
ing third term officers were electAfter the completion oif this ed: H. F. Cannon, president; F. M.
match the team meets the Citadel Booth, vice-president; E. E. Lathhere in a shoulder to shoulder am, recording secretary; C. A. Armatch which promises to be ex rington, treasurer; E. L. Morris,
termely interesting as the Citadel prosecuting critic; C. T. S. Wilburn,
is reputed to have an excellent literary critic; O. H. Green, Chaplin;
team.
The schedule, not entirely and Rat Sullivan, sergeant-at-arms.
Literary societies at Clemson are
completed as yet, also calls for engagements with Wofford, Presby- a part of the extra curriculum, ana
considerable
interest
has
been
terian College, and Davidson.
The members of the team are hav- shown by those participating in the
Such societies are of
ing a close race for individual hon-! programs,
ors, some excellent scores having Sreat ald to the student, especially
-been turned in.
Cadets H. T. in givinS him practice in public
Harllee and J. A. Weston are lead- speaking.
ing with a 100 and a 99, respective-!
,
ly, out of a possible 100. The other
members recorded slightly loweiTrue bravery is shown by perscores. The aspirants for a birth forming without witnesses what one
on the team have been firing re- might t>e capable of doing before
gularly on the Indoor range and all the world.—La Rochefoucauld.
have shown great improvement under the able tutelage of Captain
Kron. The keen competition now
Some folks are glad to get help
being evidenced in the team be- these days, but a lot of them won't
cause of this added competition In- be satisfied with anything short of
sures a victorious season for the relief.—J. P. Aley.
Tiger marksmen.
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equopped for picot edge, lace top,
cradle foot, and gusset toe; a 220needle 25-step spiral HH machine
fitted with the most recent att-acnment for clock work in three colors,
and the standard H machine for
men's fancy half hose.
This third
machine combines the principles of
needle reverse platting and two-coior wrap stripe.

WITH THE ALUMNI
SOPHOMORE COUNCIL
With an unusually large crowd in
<xttenaance, the Sophomore Council
held it regular meeting at the Y
last Thursday night to continue the
discussion on the conceptions of God
that men have held in the past and
present. The heated discussion bore
evidence of the fact that this was
the most interesting meeting that
lias been held for some time. This
brought to a close a series of discussions which has run for the [past
month.
It was decided that for the next
lew meetings, discussion will be
led 'by two members each week,
one having charge of half of the
program and the other (having
charge of the remainder.
Next
week, Karl Neusner will talk on
the relation of the home to the
school, and Bigger will discuss the
value of home training. It is hoped
that every member will be present
and take an active part in all discussions.

"DTCTURE SHOW SCHEDULE
Thursday, February
Dreyfus Case"

11—

"The

Friday, February 12—"Over the
Hill"
Monday, February 15—"Platinum
Blonde"
Wednesday, February 18—"Delicious" with Gaynor and Farrell.
Saturday, February
ping Sister".

20—i

"Step-

PICTURE SHOW REVIEWS

This issue introduces a new feature of the'Y column, which it is
hoped will be included more or
less regularly in this space if it
meets with the approval of our
readers. We expect to review briefly one or more of the scheduled
picture shows almost every week.
No attempt will be made to include
a great number of current ipictureu
in our reviews, tout only such pic
tures as are in our judgment the
most outstanding will be mentioned,
and they in no great detail.
B'or
this issue we choose "Over the Hill"
"Over the Hill"
You remember Sally Eilers and
James Dunn for their remarkable

performance in "Bad Girl". Here's
your chance to see the same skilled
team play in an entirely different
type of picture. The theme of "Over the Hill" is somewhat old-fashioned, but it is more attractive for
being so.
Besides our Eilers and
Dunn team this picture presents
Mae Marsh, the movie queen of ten
years ago as a come-back.
She
plays the part of a self-sacrificiing
mother who spends her life in toil
for a household of lazy children.
James Dunn is good as the only
worthy child, and Sally Eilers plays
the part of life-long sweetheart. The
picture seems a 'bit fairy-tale-ish at
times, but is contains enough laughs
and heart aches to maintain your
interest. We believe you will like
it.
By the way don't fail to see
"Platinum Blonde" starring Jean
Harlow. It ought to be good.

VESPER SERVICES

Vesper services were held in the
Y auditorium at the regular time
Sunday evening. In the absence of
the president, Wallace Fridy, Arthur Black presided.
After the
usual devotional, the speaker of the
evening, Dr. E. C. McCants of Anderson, S. C. was introduced.
For a subject Dr. McCants spoke
on the place teaching occupies In
our lives.
His talk was prompted
by the present crisis that faces
South Carolina education.
In this
talk, he brought out that the primary purpose of the teacher is to
develop the character of the pupil
as well as to teach him dry facts.
A state can exist only when the
masses of its people are educated.
It is to the advantage of business
to promote the progressive school
system to provide future customers.
Likewise, the home and chur-cn
should work in cooperation with the
schools in establishing an intelligent future generation.
Another aim of the school is to
develop initiative. A striking need
exists for a system by which adulte
can receive occasional insruction to
enable them to keep abreast oi
times.
In closing, Dr. McCain*
brought out the need of exercise
for all parts of the brain in order
to develop free, unprejudiced think-

respective

TEXTILE NEWS
H.

H.

Textile

Willis,

Director

Department,

of

Clemson

the
Col-

lege, S. C, has just been appointed
as

one

of

the

representatives

oi

South Carolina's quota of the Committee

of

Five

Hundred

in

the

Southeastern Economic Council. Mr.
7

Willis

interest

textile

industry,

in texiile
education.

is

mainly

more

research

and

in

the

particularly
in

textile

A new course, modern methods
of textile testing, is being given during tlr.s semester to a number of
.he leading textile seniors in the
Clemson Textile Department.
This
course is conducted, by Director H.
H. Willis, who has had not only
considerable practical experience but
who was for some nine years in
charge of different phases of cotton spinning research for the U.
S- Department of Agriculture. The
Clemson Textile Department has a
most modern textile testing laboratory equipped with both humidifying and dehumidifying units which
are
automatically
controlled
ir-

of

outside

temperature

and humidity.
Some of the more important
phases to be taken up are (a)
the value of textile testing, ('OJ
how to formulate test problems, (c;
how to formulate an experimental
procedure to solve the problem, (d)
laboratory technique, (e) how . to
use laboratory devices and machines, (f) how to interpret the
data and (g) how to organize an
orderly report of the findings. This
course is being offered in order to
meet the growing demand for men
trained in textile testing.
Three
recent graduates of Clemson Textile
Department are now in charge of
textile testing at three different
leading mills in South Carolina.

Mr. G. E. Town-send, who has
been taking post graduate work in
the Chemistry and Dyeing Division
of the Clemson Textile Department,
has recently accepted a position with
the Piedmont Print Works, Greenville, S. C.
Mr. E. L. McCormack, graduate of
the Textile Department, Clemson
College, S. C, in 1926, who has
had considerable experience in fancy
fabrics with the Victor-Monaghan
Mills, Greenville, S. C; Mills Mill
at Woodruff, S. C; and more recently at the Dover Mills, Shelby,
N. C; has recently accepted a -position as designer with the Oconee
Mills at Westminster, S. C.

TAU BETA PI DEFEATS
PHI PSI IN THRILLER
The "Machine-heads" of Tau Beta
Pi led by Billy Sanders defeated
the "Lint-heads" of Phi Psi in
the Y gym Thursday night in a
fast and furious game to the tune
of 24-22.
The teams were well
matched, and because of the rivalry
between the two there were frequent fouls by both sides
The "Lint-heads" were leading at
the half 13-12, but the engineers
flashed an offensive in the third
quarter that established a lead
which the Textile boys could not
overcome.
Allan Johnstone was high scorer
with eleven points for the winners,
while Baker substituted for Ballentine, and Fisher tied with six each
for the losers. Wallace Fridy was
the outstanding defensive player of
the game.
Both teams enjoyed a joint banquet after the game.
The quickness of the hand deceives the eye.
That's why there
are black eyes.—Phi Psi Quarterly.
'Many a man who is a five ton
truck in the class room is nothing
but a trailer at home.
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Among the equipment recently
installed in the Clemson College
Textile Department are three circular hosiery machines in which are
incorporated the latest developments
in
the
seamless
hosiery ♦♦♦
branch
of the textile industry.
These machines were installed by
Scott and Williams, Inc., of Laconia,
N. H-, and its subsidiary, StandardTrump
Brothers of Wilmington,
Delaware.
The installation includes a 300needle model spiral K machine

tY

TEXTILE

SCHOOL

OFFERS

DISTINCT ADVANTAGES
The Clemson College Textile Department one of the finest in the
South, always strives to keep up
with the latest developments in the
textile industry- Through the courtesy of the manufacturers the school
is able to secure the most modern
machinery and appliances to be
had; therefore, the graduates of the
department are in position to demand larger salaries as a result of
their having had experience with all
the up-to-date equipment usually
found in present day textile plants.
The school renders another important service to its students in permitting them to attend the meetings of Textile associations in the
South.
At these gatherings T;hc
boys secure much valuable inforamtion and make many priceless
contacts with the leaders of the
industry.
In experimenting with new uses
for cotton, the Clemson Textile Department installed early in Janaury a number of composition belts
made of cotton and rubber. These
belts on pickers, fly frames in the
carding room, and alsewhere, include the cone, "V", and endless
types, and have so far proven quite
satisfactory.
The method of instalation is the one described on
page 42 of TEXTILE WORLD, January 23.
A number of composition pickers
made of a rubber and cotton compound have been installed in the
Weaving Division.
These supplies
were furnished by the Gates Rubber
Company of Denver, Colorado; the
Manhattan Rubber Manufacturing
Company of Birmingham, Alabama,
and the B. F. Goodrich Rubber
Company of Atlanta, Georgia.
A. S. C. E.
The regular meeting of the A.
S. C. E. was held Thursday night,
January 28, in Prof. Rhodes' class
room. The program for the evening was a talk by P. D. Houston on
the recently constructed Florianopolis bridge. Lantern slides showing the bridge at different stages oi
the construction made the talk ver>
interesting as well as enlightening.
The following officers were elected for the second term: T. L.
Shippey, president; L. D. Copelanc,
vice-president; H. G. Hill, secretary
and treasurer.

THR K'

She prefers
A PIPE
(For you)
•
HER name is Ruth. She's a popular
co-ed on a famous campus. Yes,
she'll have a cigarette, thank you (and
smoke it very prettily). But for you she
likes a pipe.
That's one smoke that's still a man's
smoke. (And that's why she likes to see
YOU smoke a pipe.)
There's something
companionable
about a pipe. Friendly, cool, mellow
it clears your mind,
puts a keen edge on
your thinking.
And you sound
the depths of true
smoking satisfaction
RUTH
when you fill up its
bowl with Edgeworth.
There, men, is a REAL smoke. Choice
mellow burleys, cut especially for pipes
—blended for the man who knows his
fine tobaccos. It's cool, dry, satisfying
—and you'll find it
first in sales, first
choice of smokers,
in 42 out of 54 leading colleges.
We'd like nothing
better than to
drop in tonight
and toss our own
private tin across
your study table.
But since that can't
YOUR smoke—
be, just remember
a pipe !
that you can get
Edgeworth at your dealer's—or send
for free sample if you wish. Address
Larus & Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d St.,
Richmond, Va.

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgeworth is a blend of fine old burleys,
with its natural savor enhanced by Edgeworth's distinctive
and exclusive eleventh process. Buy
Edgeworth anywhere in two forms
—EdgeworthReadyRubbed and Edgeworth Plug Slice. All
sizes, 15 j* pocket
package to $1.50
pound humidor tin.
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Here's some news!
You Sophomores better watch a certain 'pe't'
Corporal. He was elected the best
looking boy in his class at Spartanburg Hign and he's certainly doing some fast work now, ' too.
Cub Basketeers Turn in Two
Wins to One Defeat
Big Wheel Clark—Who's making
that gurgling noise?
Bob Jones' Freshmen five capCo-ed-—I am, sir, trying to swoitured three out of four games playlow that line you are throwing.
ed during the past week. All ot
the matches were hard fought, as
Ah, ha, I see my friend gave you
the scores indicate.
a black eye.
On last Tuesday afternoon the
Why, you never saw the person
Frosh quint defeated the U. of
who gave me this black eye.
Georgia Freshmen in a game feaWell he's my friend, anyhow.
tured by the exceptional guarding
of both teams, the final score being
George (who was in charge of 15 to 10.
the chickens—Uncle Harry, is a
Dillard, fast Bengal forward, who
chicken 'big enough to eat when It accounted for 6 ipoints was the outis three weeks old?
standing player of the game, while
Uncle Harry—Why, I should say Eisman, of the Georgians, gave an
not.
exhibition of some spectacular drluGeorge—Well, how does it live bling.
then?
Both teams were slightly off on
shooting but the nigh-impregnable
defense offered by the contestants
Sam—Ah wants to git married.
Minister—Where's the bride-elect Y allayed this to a great extern.
Sam—What you-all mean, bride
The Cubs eased out a victory
aleck? Dey warn't no 'lection atall. De lady done appoint herself over the Parker High Five, in
to de office at my own pussonel re- Greenville last Wednesday nigiu,
taking the long end of a 25-24
quest.
score. The game was frought wltn
thrills which kept the spectators on
I understand Blink's wife is edge until the last seven seconds oi
going to Paris this summer for her play when Spearman, Clemson forclothes.
ward, dropped one through the
Well, I've always wondered where hoop to win the game by a lone talshe left them.
ly.
—Sou. Farmer
The Reamesmen were leading 16

FRESHMEN HAVE THREE
ENCOUNTERS IN WEEK

- v\v-"\\Captain Tom Sartor says he calls
Mother—Mary, come up-stairs imhis girl "Dandruff" because she's
mediately.
Mary—But I'm all wrapped up in always falling on his neck.
my problem.
Search others for their virtues,
Mother—Tell him to go home.
thyself for thy vices.
Love is like drinking ibootleg likProf. Ritchie—Who can tell me what ker—you don't know whether It s
a 'catalyt' is?
the real thing or not until you go
Rat—Yes sir, it's a man who raises blind.
cattle.
She's only the undertaker's daughProf. Holmes—Mr. Neal,' can you
ter but she certainly is the buryo.
tell us where the Declaration of Independence was signed ?
'Tis better to have loved and lost
Rat Neal—At the bottom, Professor.
than never to have attended college
at all.
Visitor (looking over a frat house)
—Don't you know that roller towels
Prof. Rosenkrans—Today I shall
are against the law?
lecture on wading birds.
Take
Brother—Oh yes, but that one was a stork for example—well, Mr.
put up before the law was passed.
Latham, what are you laughing at?
E. E. Latham—Ha, ha, I knovt
ihere
really aren't any storks.
Dr. Brown—I suppose the next

to 7 at the half and. the strong
comeback of the Frosh was something to marvel at.
The entire Clemson team clicked
on all cylinders throughout the
game. Putnam and Berry were outstanding for the losers,
The Freshmen lost their first
game of the season to the fast Greet
High School team, State Champions,
in Greer, last Thursday by a 24-17
score.
The whole Freshmen quintet played a good game but they were unable to win over "Gaffney" Smith's
proteges.
In a return game with Greer Hi,
the Tigers, on last Saturday night,
easily won over the visitors 31 to
21.
Dobson, Cub guard was easily the
most brilliant player on the floor.
His accurate shooting and &wlft*
passing brought acclaims oi delight**
from the spectators. Dobson (played with Greer High last year ana
although his former mates knew hu>
style of play they were totally u^
able to guard him while he accounted for nine of his team's 21
points.
Dillard
speedy
forward,
and
Swailes, flagpole center, played excellent ball for the local team, while
Sudduth and Cabaniss were outstanding for the losing combination.
Jello Foster—What makes you
htink you will get married soon?
Burr-Head—'Her father bought
a shotgun yesterday.

thing you'll want is the world with
a fence around it?
Mrs. Brown—You don't have to
bother about the fence.
Wife on telephone (disguising her
voice)—Guess who this is.
Husband—It's—urn—ur—Edna.
Wife (furiously)—Edna!
Husband (disguising voice)—Gues=
who this is.
First Rat—Are you a Boy Scout?
Second Rat—No, I'm a girl scout.
First Rat—How's that?
Second Rat—I am always scouting for a girl.
Capt. Clark—Did you fill your date
late night?
McNinch—I hope so, she ate everything.
These jail birds are getting tough
these days. One who was about to
be executed was told that he could have
an hour of grace.
"OK, boss, bring her in", was the
reply.
She wouldn't kiss him in the canoe
so he had to paddle her back.
If celophane had been invented twenty years ago we might be able to read
a fresh joke once in a while.

The Chesterfield soloist
ALEX GRAY

N. Brown Glenn—You know, the
doctor told me a year ago that It
I didn't stop smoking cigarettes I'd
be feeble-minded.
Girl friend—Well, why didn't you
stop?
Once there was a Scotchman who
was so tight he put boric acid in
his grapefruit in order to get a
free eyewash.
Hi, bo—Where you been? Ain't
seen you for thirty days.
Aint nobody seen me for thirty
days.
Whatcha been doing?
Thirty days.
A Scotchman in planning his new
house left off the roof of one room.
A friend asked the reason for
this.
"Oh, that's the shower" said the
Scotchman."
There are no prettier fur^bearing
animals found anywhere than those
which come down main street from
the university these cool afternoons,
and climb up to the soda fountain
for a hot chocolate and fix up the
face after the chocolate has gone
into it.

..an
Whether it's a tender old love song or
a dashing hit from the "atest show, there's
the deep thrill of real music in whatever he
6ings. Hear his fine voice in the Chesterfield
Radio Program. And hear Nat Shilkret, too,
with his beautifully-balanced big orchestra.

Chesterfield
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candidates reporting for workouts
undeT Coach Clarence Jones saw
service with the 1929 squad. A
tentative match with Georgia Tech's
fighters has been) arranged, and one
is scheduled with Clemson.
Both
will come the last of February.

JDOTfc

^biiJPW^LC^LLY
TIGERS PRESENT INTERSTING PROGRAM
Again the sports fans of Clemson and adjacent territory
are to be offered the opportunity of witnessing a full bill of
athletic engagements. A program consisting of four varsity
cage contests, and a varsity boxing match, with a couple of
freshmen basketball games thrown in to boot make up the
quota for the week.
On Friday and Saturday the court artists of the Jungle entertain the Gamecock of Carolina in a two-game tournament
in the Clemson field house.
The following Monday sees the Tiger and the Citadel Bulldog mixing it up on the big home floor.
Tuesday Clemson gives Presbyterian college a return court
engagement at Clinton.
On Saturday Captain Heffner's proteges of legalized assault
trek to Columbia in an attempt to pick the highly touted Gamecock. This bird is going to be tough though, having already
gained a 4 to 3 decision over the Citadel, a clean sweep of 7
to 0 over P. C. and only recently whetted ita spurs in a 4 to 3
conquest of N. C. State.
BASKETBALL DEPRESSION
Since the last appearance of this
unelucidating column, Bengal Basketball stock preferred has gout
the way of all liabilities and parachuted to a new low level. Only
it looks as if the parachute got.
gummed up and faied to opeit,
precipitating the firm of Joe Davis
upon the bottom of another sports
slump. And all this right on top
of a brand new rumor that the depression was over. It must have
T)een right overhead and ready to
drop at the slightest provocation.
The truth is that the Tige.a in
one week have lost three games in
a row one to Georgia and two to
Florida's Gators. Last Tuesday night
Catfish Smith presented a fast,
shifty squad, of Bulldogs to whom
It was hardly less than a pleasure
■to lose a closely fought game. But
when the lowly Gators pop up ana
take their second, and on the very
next night, their third conference
-victories of the season from the
Bengals, the monotony of defeat begins to wax irksome.
The hasketeers have rip lack of
talent, but seem to suffer principally from a want of organized attack.
True, although, three oi
the regulars are sophomores, they
are well-versed in the wiles of
the court, and conduct themselves
like veterans. Simons at forwara,
in 'particular, has at all times displayed an especially effective floor
game, while Sherman, also a forward, handles the hall like an artist.
CUBS SHINE
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FURMAN WILL NOT
JOIN LEAGUE
Coach McCloud last Thursday announced that although Furman will
have a baseball team this spring,
the university will not join the
Palmetto College League.
The Baptist institution abandoned
baseball as a college sport last year
for economic reasons principally,
and declined to become a memiber of
the college loop this season because
of difficulties arising in the same
phase of the rganization. However,
the plans for the circuit as formulated by Coach Dutch McLean of
Newberry have toeen formally accepted toy Clemson, South Carolina,
Erskine, Presbyterian, and Newberry.
The loop was originally intended
to comprise six clubs, ,but will now
be forced to operate upon a foasis
of five. The schedule calls for 60
games, each team playing two home
matches and two road matches with
every other league member. The
season would begin April 1 and
end by May 16.

with Captain Clark back at his
regular guard position failed to give
the Tigers the necessary punch to
elude the deadly swath of the Gator's tail. Calhoun was high scorer
for the Bengals with four field goals
and a free toss to his credit.
In the second contest the Jungaleers' new combination 'began to
click, but only until it was too late
to overcome the lead of the Floriaians. The final score was 36 to
83.

Bill—You are just like an airplane.
Phil—Why, cause I fly so high?
Bill—No you're no good on earth.

A merchant, complimenting his
negro clerk said, "Sambo, I don't
see how you can do all your work
so quickly and, so well."
Sambo: "I'll tell you how it is,
Boss; I sticks de match ob inthuslasm to de fuse ofo energy—and
jes natchually explodes."

BABE RUTH AT COLUMBIA
Hero worship has its largest
quota of followers in ths West
where movie and sports stars are
eonstantly being deluged with fan
mail. That South Carolina might
do better along thl« line with a
Tom Shippey—Was that you I
little inspiration in the form of a kissed in the library last night?
Too many week ends make
real hero in the flesh was demonShe^About what time?
weak finish.
strted by the excitement aroused in
Columibia recently over a visit by
Babe Ruth.
So eager was an aggregation of
The New Way to Tell the Old Old Story
youngsters, and others not BO young
FEBRUARY 14th
to catch a glimpse of the "mighty
SAINT
VALENTINE
may have started the happy
king of twat" that it finally became
custom.
Certainly,
'Western
Union (modernized it
necessary to poet a guard, outside
and told sweethearts young and old that strategy in
the door of his hotel suite to prelove must keep pace with the swift progress of tovent the would-!)© callers frau*
day. So today, sweet sentiments are swiftly sent by
"crashing" the door.

VALENTINE TELEGRAMS

BABE DREW NICE SALARY
Incidentally, some statistician, or
most likely a diligent incoone tax
collector, has figured that for every
successful play Ruth made on the
ball diamond in 1931 he received
§180.18
His home runs—totaling
46—Isolated and valued at par, cost
Colnel Ruppert, owner of the N. Tr.
Yankees, no less than $1,729.13 per
homer.
The Big Bam did make
several errors, which of course did
not help the cause of his team any.
Perhaps, in justice, he should refund to the Colonel the sum of
% 1,201.26 for these blunders.

telgraph—for all eyes instantly turn to the insistent
command of the telegram, which this year wears
Valentine's most alluring colors. If you love her, and
if you want her to know it, tell her by telegraph.

"When Hearts Are Trumps A Telegram's An Ace''
RATES AS LOW AS 20 CENTS
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THURSDAY and FRIDAY
Florida's cagers won their second
conference victory of the season
Chewing Fine Tailored Clothes for $21.50 and Up.
last Friday by taking the .first of a
two game series from Clemson by
Don't blame me if you fail to see "Mac". He has
the count of 3 6 to 25.
got the stuff.
A change in lineup with Calhoun
shifted from guard to forward, and gHHHI^aBSBEPlKiaSllMHEElHBlBEKl

s

weet running
this engine in your
0

Lifetime Pen

COLLEGES START
SPRING FOOTBALL
The past few weeks of 'warm weather have acted like a poultice in
drawing football togs out of the
moth balls for spring practice at
most of the colleges over the state.
At least five colleges have already
begun working the Tanks out of
their outfits and the others will
likely follow soon.
Furman and Clemson have both
ibeeen working for over two weeks.
Last Saturday the Tigers staged a
regular game with ten minute periods on Riggs Field, giving Coach
Neely a good idea of results to
date.
Wofford broke out the pigskin
on February 1 with 35 men reporting to Coach Tommy Scaffe.
On February 3, forty-eight candidates reported for training at Carolina. Head Coach Billy Laval assisted by Whitey Rawl put them
through a stiff hour and half drill,
including limebering up exercises,
tackling, and blocking. Coach. Laval expects to begin scrimmages
within a week.
Thirty men answered Coach Jake
Todd's cal Ifor spring practice on
February 1, and the Erskine mentor
'Surprised everyone by giving the
;
boys about two hours of scrimmage.
However,' they all came through in
fine shape.

On the other hand, the Cub edition of the Tiger squad has been
very much in the liemlight recently
as a result of 3 victories out of
4 starts. After taking an interesting game from the Georgia Frosn
and another from the strong Famer Hi aggregation the rates lei
Greer Hi slip one over them only
to avenge themselves two nights
later in as thrilling a contest as
seen on the Clemson floor in some
time.
The rats have an all-round, jamup good squad, and are improving
on their game by leaps and bounds,
under the keen eyes of Coach BOD
Jones. The inspiring defensive gam-e
of Woodward and the accurate passing and shooting of Bobson make
them an incomparable pair at guara
Dillard a short, stubby forward Is
rapidly acquiring the knack of
threading the basket, and this art
BOXING TEAM AT GEORGIA
should soon 'become so much piffle
For the first time since 19 29, the
for Swails, the Cubs' 6 foot 5 inch
University of Georgia has a boxing
center.
team this year. Only two of the

a

The ONLY genuine Lifetime0 guarantee is
Sheaffer's; do not be deceived! Other pens may
be guaranteed
against defect, but Sheaffer's Lifetime0 is guaranteed against everything excepting
loss for your lifetime. Sheaffer's
Lifetime" pens
from $7; Sheaffer's Lifetime0 14-karat solid g,oldband Autograph pens suitable for duplicate of your
actual signature (serving for identification) from
$12.75. Autograph pencils from $9. Other Sheaffer
pens from $3.

JUST touch this point to paper—it's like a self-starter for
your thoughts, with the smooth, free power to flash them
into words. It takes 26 operations for each Lifetime0 point.
And it costs three times as much to apply the specially
pure iridium Sheaffer's way—in one solid piece, so that
no scratchy g,old pockets can possibly form on the writing surface.
Back of the point Sheaffer's streamline Balance0 chassis
conforms itself restfully to your hand — assures relaxed
writing, ease for your finders no matter how long, the theme.
If you like your freedom, you'll choose a Sheaffer and enjoy it always through the White Dot Lifetime0 guarantee.
A survey made by a disinterested organization shows Sheaffer first in fountain pen
sales in 73 of the 119 leading American colleges having a registration of 1700 or
more. Documents on this investigation available to anyone.

SAFETY SKRIP, SKRIP
FILLED, 50c to $10. Carry
non-leakable Safety Skrip in
your pocket or baft to class —
protects clothes, linens, furniture — keeps fluid fresh, making all pens write better.

SHEAFFER'S
%JF PENS-PENCILS-DESK SETSSKRIP ^^.^
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN COMPANY • FORT MADISON,IOWA, U.S.A.
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TED SIMONS LEADS AS
GEORGIANS WIN 41-26
Bulldogs Offense too Much for
Tigers
After giving the Bulldogs from
the University of Georgia a close
fight in the first period of their
game in the field house on February
3, the Tiger defense weakened perceptibly in the second period and
"Catfish" Smith and. his crew of
Cracker sharpshooters ran wild to
down the Tigers 41-26 in a spectacular game.
The mere fact that the Tigerb
were never in the lead even for
a brief portion of the game showed
the necessity of an organized offense which they have been lacking
in practically all of their games this
year.
Georgia's offense was good
when it clicked, spasmodic though
it was, but it clicked often enougn
to give them a decided margin.
Captain Clark
and
"Footsie"
Davis were back in the game at
various intervals during the course
of the game but their presence was
not sufficient to stall the spectacular
efforts of the Catfish, Strickland,
Young, et al., for this trio pierced
the defence of the Felines almost av
will.
Ted. Simons seemed to be the
only Tiger playing true to form,
and this slim sophomore found the
hamper for a total of twelve points.
PUGS ARE VICTORIOUS
OVER PRESBYTERIANS
(Continued from page one)
leather stingers showed great improvement over their previous engagement with the North Georgia
Aggies.
Henley, Clemson, and Ferguson,
P. C, bantamweights, opened the
hostilities with a very tame affau
which Ferguson won without landing a solid blow. Two Clemson battlers, iMedlin and "Pig" Bryan, middleweights, continued the fighting
with Medlin getting the decision
after Bryan weakened in the second
round.
Blitch added another —""tory to the Tiger roster by °ut"
pointing MciCaskill in three rounds.
The next bout, between Bill and
Jim Galloway nearly brought down
the house. These hefties who strained the scales at 45 (pounds were
hard battlers never holding back a
second, and, their Dad called the
match a draw after three one-minute rounds.
Rube the Jew, of the House of
Seigel, heavyweight, went 2 rounds
against Jack Henley masquerading
as the "Masked Marvel". The guise
.failed to fool Reuben, however,
and the big Hebrew pounded out
a clean-cut decision. In the lightheavyweight exhibition, Megginson
of Clemson took the measure of
Reeder, rugger Prsbyterian mittman.
MAIN BOUTS
Bantamweight—Lide (118) Clemson and Wyman (120) P. C, went
through three fast rounds, but
neither man succeeded in doing any
damage. Lide was awarded the decision chiefly because of his aggressiveness.
Featherweight— Moor (Clemson)
won by a forfeit.
Lightweight —Sloan (13 8) Clemson was superior to Dunlap (132)
P. C. all the way through and
won his fight with little trouble.
He had a slight edge the first round,
increased it in the second, and
coasted through the third for an
easy victory.
Welterweight—Bane (144) Clemson and Blondy Parker (146) P. C.
went through a slashing bout featured by a flurry of fists.
Bane
drew the claret from Parker's nost*
early in the second round and forced
the fight with a series of left jabs
which bothered Parker considerably.
However, Parker staged a rally in
the third canto, and evidently because of this was awarded the referee's decision.
Middleweight—
Caskey
(160)
P. C. let Hankinson (160) expend
most of his energy trying to land

THE TIGER
a blow which never came, and proceeded to punch out a victory for
himself in the third round.
■Lightheavyweight— Sims (172)
P. C. won a close decision from
"Little Gun" Cannon in the finai
ibout of the evening.
Both men
were rather evenly matched and
fought a good battle, but Sims accumulated enough points both oifensively and defensively to earn
him the referee's decision.
Heavyweight—iReuben Seigel of
Clemson won by a forfeit.
A man should hear a little music,
read a little poetry, and see a fine
picture every day of his life in order that worldly cares may not
obliterate the sense of the beautiful
which God ihas implanted in the
human soul.—Goethe.

What do we live for if it is not
to make life less difficult for others?
—(Elliott.
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J. BELLAMY TAYLOR GIVES

Cried the irate flapper in the
parked
machine: Just because you AERO CLUB ACQUIRES
ILLUSTRATED LECTURE
are studying the piano doesn't mean
OX-5 MOTOR FOR PLANE
(Continued from page one)
you're to practice your five-finger
(Continued from page one)
vacuum tubes, many of which had exercise on me."
their birth in the General Electric
club is to make aeronautics of
W:hat kind of dress did Martha
research laboratory, with which he
such interest here at Clemson that
wear at the party last night?
is associated.
eventually a thorough course in
I don't remember. I think it was
Mr. Taylor is a former vice presiAeronoutical Engineering may be
dent of the American Institute of checked.
offered. For the first time a theory
Say, what kind of party was that
Electrical Engineers and has served
course in Aerodynamics is being
as its representative on the council any way?
offered and the Engineering Deof the American Association for
partment has a Liberty motor that
College does to girsl what brandy
the Advancement of Science, as well
it is planning to use for display
as a member of the International does to hard sauce, it kills the purposes. If this single course can
taste without adding the kick.
Electrotechnical Commission.
be enlarged so that a student may
Through his happy faculty for
be able to major in Aeronautics, one
Anne—I know a fellow who swalexplaining and illustrating the topics
of the chief purposes of the Clubwhich he presents, combined with lows swords.
will be fulfilled.
Crip Dargan—(That's nothing. >
his a'bility to create novel and surprising effects, Mr. Taylor is a'ble know one who inhales Camels.
Unless you are ashamed of yourto deliver an address which, though
self once in a while, you are not
Dr.
Sikes
(in
curiosity
shop—
I
scientific in nature, will appeal quite
honest.
as much to those who are not tech- suppose this is another one of those
horrible futuristic paintings whlcn
nically trained.
The male getters in the summeiyou call art?
are the mail getters in the winter.
Shopkeeper—I beg pardon, sir,
The only way to have a friend is
—The Periscope.
but that is a mirror,
to be one.—FJmerson.

LUCKIES are my standby
CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK
Cash in on Poppa's famous name?
Not Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.I For
months he labored as a fivedollar-a-day "extra." Then he
crashed into a part like a brick
through a plate-glass window.
Doug boxes like a pro, and we
don't mean a palooka ... he
has muscles like a wrestler. When
undressing, he hangs his clothes
on the chandelier. The box offices
like his latest FIRST NATIONAL
PICTURE,"UNION DEPOT."Doug
has stuck to LUCKIES four years,
but didn't stick the makers of
LUCKIES anything for his kind
words. "You're a brick, Doug."

"LUCKIES are my standby. I buy them exclusively. I've
tried practically all brands but LUCKY STRIKES are
kind to my throat. And that new improved Cellophane
wrapper that opens with a flip of the finger is a ten strike."

**

It's toasted

Your Throat Protection— against irritation— against cough
And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose gossip
of today becomes the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.

